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About This Game

Leonardo de Toledo, a former adviser to the Emperor, visit an old abbey in a desolate rocky mountain.

His wisdom gives the abbot the opportunity to discover what lies behind the strange death of the brother gate-keeper and certain
supernatural events that ocurred in the library.

Fray Leonardo will investigate all the clues to clarify what happened. But the moment they arrive everything rush when someone
tries to end their lives...

Description

The Abbey: Director’s Cut was originally released as Murder in the Abbey. The downloadable Director's Cut includes a variety
of enhancements over the 2008 original, including:
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 Visual improvements and changes: polished backgrounds, new characters, special effects, etc...

  New scenes and several new puzzles and footage.

  A new and spectacular final puzzle.

  Shortcut icon to the map.

  Double-clicking increases the speed of the main character movement.

  New additional voice-over for the new scenes.

  Revised playability, so that you can play in any order and choosing one path or another.

  Scoring system for each solved puzzle. In the style of RPGs, each clue you discover opens new options. At the end of
the game you obtain a percentage of the discovered content. If you complete 100%, an extra scene is showed. The
puzzles you solve affects the development of the story.

  Improved lip synching.

  Modified conversations for a boost to the pace of the game.

  New mix of music and sound. Some extra tracks added.

  Optimized engine.

  Windows 7 and 10 compatible.
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Title: The Abbey - Director's cut
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Alcachofa Soft
Publisher:
Erbe Software
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2008

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.4 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB GeForce 4 / Radeon 9500

Storage: 8 GB available space

English
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An update to a 2008 game of the same name.
Very few graphical options.
Voice acting is solid.
Art style has a solid 90's cartoon vibe.
Lots of cutscenes so the game's pace is fairly slow.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=d4pJikxr-To. Just bought it and I just started playing,
but I already wanted to give a first impression.
At first it is always a nice thing when developers want to improve their game from 2008.
The cut scenes are impressive, the graphics are very good,
and the voice acting is also outstanding.
The game is very story driven.
I recognized it is based on the movie "in the name of the rose"
which is based on the book from Umberto Eco.

So I see forward to have a nice experience with this game.

There are not so many classic adventures anymore with and good dialogs,
and a good story, and good cut scenes and good graphics.
So I immediately bought this one...

Update:
I am in chapter 4 now and it is a great game as I thought.
I realise some players may not like so many dialogues,
but they are excellent and most entertaining and they make the story,
which is exciting.
Some puzzles are a bit obscure, sometimes because of the hotspots,
sometimes because you need to do the right thing at the right time.
I for instance was stumped at getting the snuff from the Abbott.
But I have to be honest, there was a hint...
I encountered some bugs, no voice but subtitle,
or subtitle did not match the voice,
or if you already had done something, the dialogue still existed,
but I saw that in many games...
No game breaking bugs.

So all things considered,
A very well done adventure game with excellent voice acting,
very nice graphics and a compelling story!
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